
Advanced AI Safety Platform 
improves safety culture, helps to
reduce risk, and effectively manage 
inevitable insurance premium 
increases.
While traditional Accident Event Recorders 
(AERs) provide visibility to what actually happens. 
Driveri® takes this a step further by capturing 
and analyzing every second of driving time, 
quickly identifying where fleets should focus 
their time to reduce risk.

DRIVERI® IMPROVES FLEET SAFETY & DRIVING BEHAVIOR

A DriverStar is earned when a 
driver exhibits good judgment 

during their driving day.
• Recognize and Reward 
 Drivers
• Support balanced 
 coaching sessions
• Enable accurate 
 GreenZone® driver score

When it comes to distracted 
driving, visibility is key in 
quickly addressing risk.

• Remind drivers of violations 
 in real-time with in-cab 
 audio alerts
• Quickly identify and address 

violations

Intersection accidents account 
for 25% of all traffic fatalities 

and 50% of all injuries in the US.
• Every stop sign and traffic 

signal crossing is analyzed
• Measure coach for improved 

compliance for individual 
 drivers and fleet

Relative following distance and 
speed are analyzed in real-time 

on the Driveri® device.
• Alert drivers in real-time with 

audio alerts
• Aid drivers to develop good 

driving habits

GET THE COMPLETE PICTURE
Driveri® is the most advanced driver safety camera, with Artificial Intelligence and Edge Computing embedded in the device 
to capture and analyze data in real-time. This provides a more complete safety picture, identifying potential events before 
they happen, and capturing the true cause of driving events. The result is deep insight into the driving environment and 
timely delivery of meaningful data, with a focus on positive driver recognition.

SEVERE
High Risk Driving

Immediate attention 
recommended

MODERATE
Coachable Driving 

Individual driver trends 
Manager coaching focus

MILD RISK
Somewhat Risky Driving

Easily correctible
Self-coaching focus

GREEN MINUTES
Safety-compliant Driving

Number of driving 
minutes without risk

DRIVERSTAR
Positive driving decisions 

and reactions that 
immediately reduce risk

In Following
Distance with In-Cab Alerts



RETAIN DRIVERS WITH POSITIVE REWARDS
GreenZone® is the industry’s first driver score built on positive driving, versus solely focusing on negative 
events. The Driveri mobile app dynamically calculates the GreenZone score, comparing it to fleet average 
and notifying drivers when they reach milestones. Drivers can self-coach by reviewing key events with 
accompanying suggestions on how to improve performance and increase their score. Scores also provide 
an easy way for managers to reward drivers with bonuses.

For more information, contact us at:

Max. Vehicle Speed
Following Distance
Distracted Driving

IN-CAB ALERTS:
Drivers are immediately

made aware of risk

DRIVER APP / SELF-COACHING:
Displays score in real-time and 

coaches driver on how to improve

MONTHLY REVIEW/MANAGER COACHING:
Deeper Risk Awareness, 

Recognition, Rewards

Engaging drivers with timely and relevant information reduces the need for management intervention. 
Drivers are made aware of their status and can adjust their behavior accordingly to improve.

Proactively Manage Fleet Performance

insurance@netradyne.com

Drivers have a GPS and an ETA setup. For some people, the 
psychology of trying to beat that ETA causes speeding….

We’re trying to convert  that same drive into beating 
your safety score instead of racing the clock. If you’re 
not on time because of traffic, we understand that.       

- Tony Tomase, Owner, GetGo Transportation” 
“


